Quantum Global Technologies, LLC Press Release
QuantumClean® Achieves Global ISO 9001:2008 Certification under a Single Certificate
Quakertown, PA, USA. Date April 29, 2014 -- QuantumClean®, the leading global provider of
validated high-purity outsourced process tool parts cleaning, surface treatment, refurbishment,
analytical and engineering services to the semiconductor, solar and LED industries, today
announced that all of its global Advanced Technology Cleaning Centers® are now certified under
a single ISO 9001:2008 certificate.
QuantumClean® announced today that it has achieved a common ISO 9001:2008 certification
for all 15 of its Advanced Technology Cleaning Centers®. Previously, QuantumClean’s facilities
were either individually ISO 9001 certified, or certified in groups of facilities under different
registrars.
“This achievement is another significant step forward in our global integration plan, ensuring
that customers receive the same high quality service across our vast network of Advanced
Technology Cleaning Centers®,” stated Tim Burrows, QuantumClean’s Director of Global
Quality.
Mr. Burrows went on to say, “QuantumClean’s Quality Policy states that the Company is
dedicated to consistently delivering The Perfect OrderTM to its customers through the
application of rigid standard operating procedures, well-trained technicians, quantitative
metrics and analytical methods, and continual improvement practices. Achieving global ISO
9001:2008 certification under one certificate is an important accomplishment to delivering the
highest standard of services to our customers, i.e. The Perfect OrderTM.”
About Quantum Global Technologies, LLC
QuantumClean® and ChemTrace® are divisions of Quantum Global Technologies LLC, which is
headquartered in suburban Philadelphia, PA, USA.
QuantumClean® is the leading global provider of high-purity outsourced process tool parts
cleaning and restoration services, tool part life extension and process tool part optimization
solutions to the semiconductor wafer fabrication, OEM & OPM industries. Founded in 2000,
QuantumClean operates technologically innovative Advanced Technology Cleaning Centers®
built on the premise of providing customers process improvement through consistently cleaner
parts® that exceed industry standards, dramatically reducing our customers' total cost of
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ownership. With fifteen Advanced Technology Cleaning Centers® located in seven countries,
QuantumClean provides unsurpassed cleaning capability and convenience worldwide.
ChemTrace® is a recognized leading reference analytical testing laboratory primarily serving the
semiconductor, solar and related industries by providing answers and solutions to its
customers’ micro-contamination related issues. Founded in 1993, ChemTrace® also provides
independent analytical verification of process tool part cleaning effectiveness for many of
QuantumClean’s leading-edge semiconductor fab, OEM and OPM customers which have critical
cleaning requirements.
For more about QuantumClean® and ChemTrace®, visit their websites at
www.quantumclean.com and www.chemtrace.com .
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